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Price reduced this week only!Endric wants only to serve, but he's destined to lead.As the second

son of the general of the Denraen, Endric wants only to fight, not the commission his father

demands of him. When a strange attack in the south leads to the loss of someone close to him, only

Endric seems concerned about what happened. All signs point to an attack on the city, and betrayal

by someone deep within the Denraen, but his father no longer trusts his judgment. This forces

Endric to make another impulsive decision, one that leads him far from the city on a journey where

he discovers how little he knew, and how much more he has to understand. If he can prove himself

in time, and with the help of his new allies, he can stop a greater disaster.
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Interesting start to a new series. The ending is quite rushed but otherwise the book moves along

nicely.There are a lot of similarities with the author's other works as he seems to have a thing for

rocks with magical properties LOL. The hero in this one has a lot of growing up to do which is the



obvious intention of the author so don't be put off by him too early in the book. He gets smarter and

better as the book develops.Highly recommended for any fantasy/adventure reader.

So enjoyed reading this book! Am glad DK Holmberg is a busy writer because I am looking forward

to reading more about Endric and his life. Some surprises here, as well. I'll blame DK for getting me

so interested in the story that house chores are forgotten, and meals are late!

I read about three to five books a month, and this book has been one of the best I've had the

pleasure to read in nearly a year. The dialogue between characters and the description of events

pulled me into this land and had my imagination engaged from start to finish!

He goes from stubborn to the realisation he has a lot to learn. Can't wait for the next one.

Cant wait for the next one

I like this author, easy to read and entertaining.

Plenty of twists and turns. Great story telling with character development as the characters

experience the many aspects of the world around them.

This really kept my attention and wanting to see what came next. Sometimes the author would go

back and repeat some paragraghs, almost as if to remind the reader what had already been read.

All in all its a good read.
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